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Abstract
Introduction: To quantitatively estimate the impact of different methods for
both boost volume delineation and respiratory motion compensation of [18F]
FDG PET/CT images on the ﬁdelity of planned non-uniform ‘dose painting’
plans to the prescribed boost dose distribution.
Methods: Six locally advanced non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) patients
were retrospectively reviewed. To assess the impact of respiratory motion,
time-averaged (3D AVG), respiratory phase-gated (4D GATED) and motionencompassing (4D MIP) PET images were used. The boost volumes were
deﬁned using manual contour (MANUAL), ﬁxed threshold (FIXED) and gradient search algorithm (GRADIENT). The dose painting prescription of 60 Gy
base dose to the planning target volume and an integral dose of 14 Gy (total
74 Gy) was discretized into seven treatment planning substructures and linearly redistributed according to the relative SUV at every voxel in the boost
volume. Fifty-four dose painting plan combinations were generated and conformity was evaluated using quality index VQ0.95–1.05, which represents the
sum of planned dose voxels within 5% deviation from the prescribed dose.
Trends in plan quality and magnitude of achievable dose escalation were
recorded.
Results: Different segmentation techniques produced statistically signiﬁcant
variations in maximum planned dose (P < 0.02), as well as plan quality
between segmentation methods for 4D GATED and 4D MIP PET images
(P < 0.05). No statistically signiﬁcant differences in plan quality and maximum
dose were observed between motion-compensated PET-based plans
(P > 0.75). Low variability in plan quality was observed for FIXED threshold
plans, while MANUAL and GRADIENT plans achieved higher dose with lower
plan quality indices.
Conclusions: The dose painting plans were more sensitive to segmentation of
boost volumes than PET motion compensation in this study sample. Careful
consideration of boost target delineation and motion compensation strategies
should guide the design of NSCLC dose painting trials.
Key words: dose painting; NSCLC; PET/CT; respiratory gating; segmentation.

Introduction
An estimated 31% of the patients with locally advanced
non-small cell lung cancer (NSCLC) present with locoregional failure within 5 years after treatment.1 The high
rate of loco-regional failure is an indicator that standard
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dosing of 60–66 Gy may not be effective in all
patients.2,3 One approach to improve tumour local control while respecting normal tissue dose constraints is to
boost the dose based on the intra-tumour heterogeneity,
which reﬂects spatial variation in tumour biological characteristics that are correlated to radiation response, such
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as hypoxia, cell density, proliferation and perfusion.
Molecular images can serve as spatial maps of local
tumour recurrence and progression risk, which can then
be used to selectively re-distribute boost doses.4 There
have been ongoing clinical trials on functional imageguided dose escalation, so-called dose painting, but no
accepted standards on the design of PET-based dose
boosts to date.5,6
Accurate and precise planning and delivery of a dose
boost is limited by several sources of uncertainty.4 This
study attempts to draw attention to two sources of
uncertainty in PET-based dose painting of locally
advanced NSCLC: namely (i) the segmentation method
used to deﬁne the boost volume and (ii) the respiratoryinduced motion within the boost volume. Though PET/CT
has been routinely used for deﬁning the radiotherapy
target for NSCLC, no consensus has been reached on a
suitable method to delineate PET-based boost volumes.7
Manual delineation, the most common practice, is highly
sensitive to the image display and dependent on individual expertise8 and automatic segmentation methods
have yet to be translated clinically.9 To assess the effect
of segmentation on PET-based dose painting, we tested
three types of segmentation methods to deﬁne the boost
volume: clinician-deﬁned (MANUAL), ﬁxed threshold
(FIXED, simple automation) and gradient search (GRADIENT, complex automation).10
Another consideration is the impact of respiratory
motion-induced uncertainties. The effects of motion differ between PET and CT due to increased PET acquisition
time at each ﬁeld-of-view and higher sampling of the
respiratory cycle11 and this incongruity can cause misregistration of the lesion in the two imaging modalities
leading to inaccurate attenuation correction of standardized uptake value (SUV).12 This mismatch is reported to
be as high as 15 mm in lesions closer to the diaphragm
and base of the lung.13 Respiratory motion therefore can
propagate errors in delineation of the gross tumour volume (GTV) during radiotherapy treatment planning.14 To
mitigate these errors, motion-encompassing techniques
are employed that include slow CT, inhale and exhale
breath-hold CT, and four-dimensional (4D) or respiration-correlated CT. The challenge remains that any
motion compensation can also introduce residual errors
of various magnitudes. For example, phase-matched
attenuation correction must ensure similar respiratory
motion patterns during PET and CT imaging to avoid
phase-sorting artefacts.15 Currently, there are no standards or guidelines for motion compensation strategies
in lung cancer dose painting clinical trials. To assess the
effect of respiratory motion on PET-based dose painting,
we planned the boost dose on three different PET acquisitions: 3D time-averaged PET (3D AVG), end-exhale respiratory gated 4D PET (4D GATED) and maximum
intensity projection 4D PET (4D MIP).
The purpose of this sensitivity study was to quantitatively estimate the variation in FDG PET-based dose
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painting plan quality from different methods for both
boost volume delineation and respiratory motion compensation, which can be used in part to inform on lung
cancer dose painting trial designs.

Methods
NSCLC patients
Six patients who previously underwent treatment PET/CT
examinations and radiotherapy treatment for locally
advanced non-small cell lung cancer between August
2012 and March 2014 and had tumour stages between
IIB –IIIB were identiﬁed. Although the observational
study had a mix of histology and disease stages, we
selected patients who had similar characteristics to those
enrolled in RTOG 0617. The study was approved by the
Institutional Review Board and in compliance with the
Health Information Privacy and Portability Act.

PET/CT acquisition and reconstruction
The patients were scanned on a Discovery STE PET/CT
scanner (GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) 60 minutes post injection of [18F] FDG (ﬂuorodeoxyglucose).
The whole body list mode data were retrieved for reconstruction, the free-breathing reconstructions were generated from time-averaged data (3D AVG), and represent
the current standard-of-care for lung cancer treatment
planning PET imaging. The 4D GATED images were generated from the end-exhale phase generated from the
Real-time Position Management (RPM) (Varian Medical
Systems, Palo Alto, CA, USA) timestamps that sorted the
data into ﬁve equal respiratory phases and represent a
motion resolved image with improved contrast at the target boundaries. The 4D MIP images were generated from
the maximum intensity projection across all ﬁve respiratory phases and represent a motion-encompassing
image that improves target coverage at the expense of
normal tissue irradiation during free-breathing delivery.
Tumour motion amplitudes were derived (Table 1) as the
geometric mean of sample measurements on 4D CT
under free-breathing conditions and represent the bulk
tumour motion, which may consist of tumour subregions with higher or lower motion amplitudes.
All PET images were attenuation, random and scatter
corrected prior to reconstruction onto a 256 9 256 image
matrix using ordered subset expectation maximization
(OSEM) reconstruction algorithm with 28 subsets and
two iterations. A 6 mm wide Gaussian ﬁlter was applied
post reconstruction; the resultant images had voxel sizes
of 2 9 2 9 3 mm3.

PET/CT tumour segmentation
The impact of the method to delineate the boost volume on the achievable dose escalation in the treatment
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Table 1. Tumour characteristics and dose to the normal structures
Patient
no.

1
2
3
4
5
6

Age
(yrs)

Gender

Location

GTV
(mL)

PTV
(mL)

Tumour
motion
amplitude
(cm)†

66
72
52
36
55
71

M
M
F
F
M
M

LUL + MED
LLL
LLL + MED
RLL + MED
RLL + MED
RUL + MED

79.8
8.9
158.8
156.7
252.8
253.5

374.5
44.7
525.6
553.7
795
689.9

0.52
0.27
0.75
0.84
0.51
0.28

Mean lung
dose (Gy)

6.9
4.9
17.1
17.6
16.8
17.8

(6.5– 11.4)
(4.8–5.0)
(17.0–17.2)
(17.5–17.8)
(16.4 -16.8)
(17.5–17.9)

Lung
V20 (%)

10
6
36
37
34
35

Max Cord (Gy)

(8–18)
(6–7)
(36–37)
(36–38)
(31–35)
(35–36)

26.4
14.6
38.4
43.4
47.4
46.9

(17.9–36.6)
(9.9–16.5)
(30.5–42.8)
(42.5–43.9)
(46.9–48.9)
(46.2–47.5)

Mean heart (Gy)

1.0
4.4
9.7
17.9
20.7
17.4

(0.9 –6.8)
(4.0–5.0)
(9.2 –9.9)
(16.2–19.5)
(20.0–21.3)
(16.5–18.6)

Mean
oesophagus
(Gy)

19.4
1.9
18.9
40.0
36.2
38.2

(18.4–24.7)
(1.8 –2.3)
(16.9–19.2)
(39.6 -40.5)
(35.5–37.4)
(36.7–38.6)

†The normal dose for each organ is mentioned as median and the interquartile range in brackets. LLL, left lower lobe; LUL, left upper lobe; MED,
mediastinum; RLL, right lower lobe; RUL, right upper lobe.

plans was investigated. The boost volumes only contained primary tumours and in the case where regional
lymph nodes were in close proximity to the primary,
the nodal volumes were only required to receive at
least the minimum dose of 60 Gy but could have
regions of higher dose without restriction. For each
patient, the boost volumes were deﬁned using the three
different segmentation techniques: clinician-deﬁned
manual gross tumour volume/gross internal target volume (MANUAL), gradient search algorithm (GRADIENT)
and ﬁxed threshold (FIXED) segmentation techniques.
The clinician-deﬁned MANUAL boost target volume was
contoured to include the gross disease as seen on the
3D whole body PET as well as the planning 4D CT per
standard lung cancer treatment planning procedures.
The GRADIENT boost volume was deﬁned in MIM 6TM
(MIM Software Inc., Cleveland, OH, USA) as the PET
uptake in the tumour based on changes in standardized
uptake at the tumour border.22,33 The method is operator-dependent to provide a starting point and the
methodology is described by Maria Werner-Wasik
et al.16 To account for operator dependence with the
MIM-based gradient search method, ﬁve independent
realizations of the tumour segmentation were performed and the contour with median volume was ﬁnally
chosen. The FIXED boost volume was deﬁned by a
threshold of 40 percent of the maximum tumour
uptake. The boost volumes were all contained within
the physician-deﬁned PTV using a ﬁxed margin of 5 mm
for setup uncertainty, which was independent of the
motion management strategies. The MANUAL cliniciandeﬁned boost volumes were transferred from the planning CT to the 3D AVG, 4D GATED and 4D MIP PET
images for evaluation.
In all, nine dose painting plans were generated for
each patient (combination of three boost volumes 9 three PET images) (Fig. 1). The 3D AVG PET/CT
was used to generate free-breathing boost plans, the 4D
GATED PET/CT was used to generate gated boost plans,
and the 4D MIP PET/CT was used to generate motionencompassing boost plans. Each planning scenario
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involved dose calculation of the PET-based boost on the
appropriate planning CT: phase-averaged cine (4D) CT
for free breathing and motion-encompassing PET boosts,
and phase-gated 4D CT at end-exhale for gated PET
boosts. In all scenarios, a PTV was used to maintain coverage of 60 Gy, which mitigated risk of geographic miss
around the boost volumes.

Dose painting prescription
The physician-deﬁned planning target volume (PTV)
remained unchanged and received the standard-of-care
dose of 60 Gy in all planning scenarios. The additional
boost doses were all planned above the PTV base dose.
The boost volume prescriptions consisted of differential
dose based on the relative SUV for every combination of
motion compensation (3D AVG, 4D GATED, 4D MIP) and
target delineation (MANUAL, GRADIENT, FIXED) technique listed in Figure 1. The boost volume dose was
deﬁned at every voxel from a linear prescription function. Based on the dose escalation protocols for NSCLC
following RTOG 0117 and its phase 3 follow-up RTOG
0617, the mean boost target dose was maintained at
74 Gy.17 The prescription function included a base dose
of 60 Gy to the PTV supplemented with an integral dose
boost of 14 Gy to the boost volume, which was redistributed over each voxel by its magnitude of tracer
uptake relative to the mean boost volume uptake. The
voxel prescription was constructed using the following
function:

Di ¼ 60Gy þ 14Gy 

SUVi
SUVmeant

where, Di is the total dose redistributed based on the tracer retention at each voxel in the boost volume chosen.
The SUVi is used to quantify the tracer uptake at each
voxel and SUVmeant represents the average PET uptake
in the boost volume.
Since commercial planning systems restrict optimization objectives to structures, the non-uniform voxel-
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram showing the proposed workflow for inhomogenous dose painting.

based prescription was converted into a structure-based
prescription. The dose in the boost volume was binned
into seven equally spaced substructures using automatic
thresholds. Each boost volume with its set of dose level
substructures was deﬁned in MIM and exported to the
RayStationTM treatment planning system (RaySearch,
Stockholm, Sweden). The workﬂow for binning the dose
into substructures and integrating non-uniform dose
painting objectives into treatment planning system has
been described in detail in prior work18 and is brieﬂy
illustrated in Figure 1.

Treatment planning
The planning target volume coverage remained constant
at (V60 Gy > 95%) in all scenarios and only the boost target dose objectives were deﬁned for each substructure,
so as to reproduce the voxel-based prescription function.
The dose prescription summary statistics in individual
substructures were used to deﬁne the treatment planning objectives, including mean dose, median dose
(D50%) and the minimum and maximum dose, shown
schematically in Figure 1. The treatment plan was optimized for volumetric modulated arc therapy (VMAT)
delivery with an Elekta InﬁnityTM (Elekta Inc., Stockholm,
Sweden) linear accelerator and AgilityTM (Elekta Inc.)
multi-leaf collimator. Collimator angles were set to
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minimize inter-leaf leakage and oriented with leaf travel
direction perpendicular to the longest axis of the boost
volume. Leaf travel relative to gantry travel was
restricted to 0.9 cm/degree. Angular spacing of 4° was
ﬁxed for the optimization. The primary normal tissue
objective was a mean lung dose <20 Gy, along with secondary normal tissue objectives for lung (V20 Gy < 35%),
spinal cord (max dose < 50 Gy), oesophagus (max
dose < 66 Gy) and heart (mean dose < 35 Gy), in accordance with RTOG protocols. No dose constraints were
placed on unspeciﬁed mediastinal tissues outside the
PTV and boost target volumes, besides standard VMAT
planning ring structures to control dose falloff.

Dose painting plan evaluation
The metric to evaluate the quality of the treatment plans
was calculated as the ratio of the planned versus the
prescribed dose for the voxel in question (Q (i) = Dplan/
Dpresc). A cumulative histogram of the quality indices for
the whole target volume was obtained as the quality volume histogram (QVH) and was used to evaluate the
overall quality of the generated treatment plan.19 The
ideal QVH would result in all quality indices equal to 1.
The overall conformity of the treatment plan was determined using a quality index VQ0.95–1.05 as described in
previous studies by Deveau et al.18 The VQ0.95–1.05 is a
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single value that represents the percentage of all voxels
within the boost volume that had less than 5% deviation
between the planned and prescribed dose. The root
mean squared error Qrms, as deﬁned by H
akansson
et al.20 is the statistical deviation between the planned
and prescribed dose.

Statistical analysis
The difference in the plan quality indices Qrms and
VQ0.95–1.05 and the maximum planned dose between
the motion-compensated PET acquisitions and segmentation methods considered were compared using the
non-parametric Friedman test, which evaluates the
signed rank differences between the three groups of
motion compensation and three groups of segmentation methods as paired data for each patient and
P < 0.05 was considered statistically signiﬁcant. The
OAR doses are reported as median and interquartile
ranges across all planning scenarios in Table 1. The
median and interquartile ranges were reported for each
of the parameters in Tables 2 and 3. The statistical
analysis was performed using SPSS v.20.0 (IBM Corp.,
Armonk, NY, USA).

Results
For the six patients, the normal tissue objectives were
met in all plan combinations (mean lung dose < 18 Gy,
lung V20 Gy < 35%, max cord dose < 50 Gy, mean heart
dose < 20 Gy), with the exception of a single patient 3D
AVG PET manual segmentation plan in which the mean
lung dose matched the clinically approved plan (mean
lung dose = 21 Gy).

The patient characteristics (age, gender and site) and
the dose to the normal structures for each patient are
shown in Table 1. The table also reports the GTV size,
PTV size and the motion amplitudes in each tumour.
Figure 2 shows that for a given motion-compensated
technique, the variability in dose distribution is noticeably high between the segmentation methods. The range
of boost dose in MANUAL boost volumes is larger compared to GRADIENT and FIXED boost dose. The variation
in the spatial distribution of dose across motion compensation techniques was also evident. In particular, 4D
GATED PET produced dose distributions with steeper gradients to more focal FDG avid regions. However, variation due to motion compensation was substantially
smaller than the variability of dose redistributed across
different boost volume deﬁnitions. This trend was noticed
in all patients.
In Figure 3a, for the dose painting plans generated on
the 3D AVG PET, the plan QVH shows similar dose falloff
for all segmentation methods. The median planned dose
to the manual GTV boost volume is less than the
intended prescribed dose (Dplan/Dpresc < 1). The plan
quality deteriorated for the gradient search volume in 4D
GATED PET (Fig. 3b). There is improved plan quality
when for the gradient search and ﬁxed threshold-based
boost volumes in plans generated on 4D MIP PET
(Fig. 3c).
Table 2 shows no signiﬁcant differences in maximum
planned dose or planned quality between motion compensation methods. Table 3 shows there were signiﬁcant
differences in maximum planned dose, boost volumes
and plan quality between segmentation methods. For the
three segmentation methods, the MANUAL boost target
volume was consistently largest (median 158 cm3),

Table 2. Descriptive statistics of dose painting metrics for varying motion-compensated PET acquisitions and each segmentation method. Non-parametric
multi-group paired Friedman test P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant
Segmentation
Manual

Qrms (% error)
VQ0.95–1.05 (% vol)
Max dose (Gy)

Gradient

Qrms (% error)
VQ0.95–1.05 (% vol)
Max Dose (Gy)

Fixed

Qrms (% error)
VQ0.95–1.05 (% vol)
Max dose (Gy)

Parameter
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
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3D AVG PET

4D GATED PET

4D MIP PET

3.57
3.08–4.45
84.96
79.47–87.87
106.55
101.54–116.99
3.28
2.45–3.76
87.63
79.38–96.32
98.25
93.91–101.68
2.29
2.03–2.78
97.37
93.89–98.85
84.22
82.43–84.96

3.52
3.12–4.51
80.29
73.63–84.86
111.09
102.72–114.18
3.48
2.89–3.93
89.87
85.45–92.67
100.7
94.09–105.38
2.28
2.04–2.55
97.15
95.52–97.96
85.10
83.68–89.82

3.47
3.10–4.06
85.22
81.56–87.66
108.98
104.72–118.64
2.95
2.31–3.57
94.35
90.25–97.00
91.34
88.37–98.90
2.28
2.08–2.63
97.78
94.66–99.57
84.67
82.80–86.57

Friedman, P
0.51
0.12
0.51
0.17
0.11
0.61
1.00
0.61
0.22
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics of dose painting metrics for varying segmentation methods and each motion-compensated PET acquisition. Non-parametric
multi-group paired Friedman test P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant
Motion
3D AVG PET

Parameter
Qrms (%error)
VQ0.95–1.05 (% vol)
Max dose (Gy)
Boost volume (ml)

4D GATED PET

Qrms (% error)
VQ0.95–1.05 (% vol)
Max dose (Gy)
Boost volume (ml)

4D MIP PET

Qrms (% error)
VQ0.95–1.05 (%vol)
Max Dose (Gy)
Boost volume (ml)

Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR
Median
IQR

Manual

Gradient

Fixed

3.56
3.08–4.45
83.62
74.57–87.87
106.55
101.54–113.79
157.57
62.66–251.5
3.52
3.12–4.51
83.37
73.63–89.25
105.62
99.21–114.18
157.57
62.66–251.5
3.47
3.10–4.06
84.17
78.6–86.55
105.83
100.09–113.62
157.57
62.66–251.5

3.28
2.45–3.76
87.62
79.38–96.32
98.25
93.91–101.68
93.02
39.61–152.95
3.09
2.72–3.50
89.87
85.45–92.67
100.7
94.09–105.38
95.26
44.35–154.93
2.95
2.31–3.57
94.35
90.25–97.00
91.34
88.37–98.9
93.02
42.43–156.0

2.29
2.03–2.78
97.37
93.89–98.85
84.22
82.43–84.96
42.08
13.76–69.43
2.28
2.04–3.45
97.15
85.2–97.96
85.10
83.68–89.82
39.86
14.30–65.53
2.28
2.08–2.63
97.78
94.66–99.57
84.67
82.8–86.57
42.08
12.06–71.84

followed by GRADIENT boost target volume (median
93 cm3 on 3D AVG PET, median 95 cm3 on 4D GATED
PET, median 93 cm3 on 4D MIP PET), and smallest for
FIXED boost target volume (median 42 cm3 on 3D AVG
PET, median 40 cm3 on 4D GATED PET, median 42 cm3
on 4D MIP PET).
In Figure 4, large variations are seen in the plan quality
indices Qrms and VQ0.95–1.05 between the segmentation
methods when compared across the motion compensation
methods. The percentage of volume receiving 95% of the
planned dose calculated using the quality index VQ0.95–1.05
(Fig. 4b) corresponds to ranges 75–89%, 74–89% and
87–99% across the motion compensation methods for the
MANUAL, GRADIENT and the FIXED boost volumes,
respectively. Similarly, large variation is seen in the median maximum planned dose (Fig. 4c) achieved in the boost
volumes, which for MANUAL, GRADIENT and FIXED segmentation was 106.55 Gy, 98.25 Gy and 84.22 Gy respectively across 3D AVG. A similar trend was also seen with
4D GATED and 4D MIP. The planned dose variation is not
as pronounced across the motion-compensated PET acquisitions, with medians of the maximum planned dose being
106.55 Gy, 105.62 Gy and 105.83 Gy for 3D AVG PET, 4D
GATED and 4D MIP PET using MANUAL segmentation,
respectively. The trend holds true for other segmentation
methods.
Table S1 shows the average and range of SUV in the
boost target volumes for all planning scenarios. Figure S1 in the additional ﬁle section shows a scatter plot
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Friedman, P
0.02
<0.01
<0.01
0.002
0.02
<0.01
<0.01
0.003
0.03
<0.01
<0.01
0.002

with a linear regression ﬁt of plan quality versus maximum planned dose.

Discussion
Prior attempts at uniform tumour dose escalation in a
multicentre trial did not improve overall survival in Stage
III NSCLC patients. RTOG 0617 attempted to improve
local control and survival by escalating radiation dose in
patients with locally advanced NSCLC, but was closed
prematurely due to severe adverse effects and failure to
show any survival beneﬁt over the standard treatment
arm. There are several speculations regarding the negative result of RTOG 0617. Patient selection for 0617 may
have been compromised from the outset without the use
of PET for disease diagnosis and staging in NSCLC whose
importance has been demonstrated.21 Optimality of
treatment fractionation schedule and lack of standardized image guidance during treatment delivery may have
been other contributors. These and other factors motivated the launch of several PET-based dose painting trials to address loco-regional failure in NSCLC by
introducing
additional
functional
image-guided
boost5,6,22–24 with the objective to increase the dose to
radio-resistant regions of the tumour while reducing dose
to less-resistant areas. Patient outcomes from the
Netherlands PET boost, the Danish NARLAL2 and the
RTOG 11065,6,24 trials should bring more knowledge to
bear on the clinical beneﬁt of dose escalation.
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Fig. 2. The nine dose painting plans for an example patient case. The top row shows the SUV images of motion-averaged (3D AVG) PET, motion-compensated (4D GATED) PET, and motion-encompassing (4D MIP) PET from which the plans were generated. The lower three rows display the dose distribution for
the three segmentation methods (MANUAL, GRADIENT FIXED) used to define the boost volume as a dose wash along with the corresponding dose painting
prescription. SUV and dose colorscales display fixed ranges (0–20 SUV, 30–87 Gy) to facilitate visual comparison. The prescribed dose is shown in the inset
boxes for the primary boost volume at the native PET resolution, while the corresponding planned dose is overlaid on the planning CT at an equivalent interpolated slice location. Note that the treatment plan includes a base dose to the PTV (khaki contour) as well as dose to FDG PET-avid nodes. Boost volumes
for different segmentations methods are displayed as purple contours (MANUAL), magenta contours (GRADIENT) and pink contours (FIXED).

(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 3. Quality volume histogram (QVH) plots for varying segmentation methods and motion-compensated PET acquisitions: (a) 3D AVG PET (b) 4D GATED
PET (c) 4D MIP PET for the example case shown in Figure 2.

In the absence of reported standards on boost target
volume deﬁnition and motion compensation methods,
this study directly addressed trade-offs in achievable
plan dosimetry. The clinician-deﬁned manual GTV/ITV
that implicitly incorporated information from PET, CT and
respiratory motion excursion was considered as a region
for receiving the boost dose. Within this framework,
manual boost volumes exhibited a higher dynamic range
of SUV with lower SUVmean while the ﬁxed threshold of
40% SUVmax excluded lower uptake regions and limited
the dynamic range of SUV. The trade-off was a lower
maximum prescribed dose to the boost volumes for the
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same integral dose, in exchange for the highest mean
plan quality index. In particular, at least 97% of the
boost volume received an accurate plan dose relative
to the non-uniform prescribed dose but was limited to a
maximum dose of 85 Gy in our small patient sample.
This compared favourably to the preliminary results of
the PET boost trial in the Netherlands, in which a 50%
SUVmax threshold yielded target planned doses of around
85 Gy.6 However, it should be noted that the PET boost
trial applied additional normal tissue constraints, including limits on the dose to mediastinal tissue and great
vessels. In the gradient-deﬁned boost volumes, 87%
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Fig. 4. Scatter plot showing the variability in the plan quality and the maximum planned dose for the six patients under different combinations of PET
motion compensation and segmentation methods: (A) Qrms (B) VQ0.95–1.05 (C) Maximum planned dose.

of the boost volumes received an accurate plan dose
when compared to only 81% of the boost volumes
from manual contoured GTV. The variability in the clinician-deﬁned boost volumes may be overcome by a combination of semi-automatic gradient search method with
manual review, resulting in higher planned doses
(>100 Gy in this sample) with acceptable plan quality
(VQ0.95–1.05 = 90%).
The motion compensation comparison expanded
beyond routine clinical practice, in which the clinician
generates the volumes based on the motion-averaged
PET/CT and individual phases of 4D CT simulation scan.
Recently, there have been studies that have reported
that in lung tumours the internal target volumes deﬁnitions on 3D AVG PET underestimate the true extent

8

compared to 4D GATED and 4D MIP.25,26 The root mean
square error in plan quality was similar across the three
acquisition modes. The 3D average PET had the highest
interquartile range in plan error across patients and the
4D MIP PET performed slightly better than the 4D GATED
PET with a higher mean quality index. This result is in
keeping with the ﬁndings of Lamb et al.25 that volume
deﬁnition is improved with 4D MIP PET.
In previous studies on 4D PET-based dose painting,
Aristophanous et al.27 investigated the high uptake boost
regions within the tumour and their behaviour under the
inﬂuence of motion and shape deformation. Both shape
deformations and motion assessed on the 4D PET propagates to variability in the composite boost volume deﬁnition. There are two possible explanations for reduced
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plan quality in our study in spite of correcting for motion
by using motion compensation methods. First is the
residual motion artefact that could be present due to
simple phase binning. Even with end-exhale phase gating, it is difﬁcult to reproduce the respiratory motion for
patients with NSCLC since the breathing pattern is often
highly irregular.28 Second, there is increased difﬁculty in
resolving motion patterns of locally advanced tumours
for accurate dose calculation, as their size and complex
tissue deformation result in spatially variable correlation
to breathing surrogates (e.g. RPM block) that depend on
the tumour location.29 Our sample of patients exhibited a
limited range of tumour motion amplitude (see Table 1),
which may have also diminished its impact on dose
painting plans. The magnitude of motion observed even
in this small sample is representative of the tumour
motion clinically observed in locally advanced NSCLC
patients. This may partly be due to bulky tumours being
less mobile compared to early-stage NSCLC lesions or
the motion not being synchronous throughout the whole
tumour volume that limits the observed bulk tumour
motion. These ﬁndings on bulky locally advanced lung
cancer tumours differ from prior reports on motioninduced errors for dose painting of small mobile tumours,
in which motion-compensated imaging, planning and
delivery substantially reduced errors.30 Also, patient
selection is of paramount importance even for dose
painting of small tumours as peaked doses provide superior local control of early stage disease, as demonstrated
by stereotactic body radiotherapy of NCSLC.31
The reported dosimetric variability in non-uniform dose
escalation due to segmentation and motion within a
small patient sample may not directly translate to
observed improvements in local control and overall survival from uniform dose escalation. The clinical plan
dosimetry for FDG-based dose escalation in non-small
cell lung cancer patients has been reported by Lee
et al.32 Prospective PET-based dose painting trials,
including our investigator-initiated FLARE RT clinical trial
(NCT02773238), can address whether sources of imaging uncertainty impact clinical outcomes.5,6,33 However,
the present work can inform on the designs of future
dose painting trials in locally advanced NSCLC by raising
awareness of trade-offs in image segmentation and
motion compensation. Our study indicates that correcting for motion does not guarantee higher differential
tumour dose in locally advanced NSCLC, and any errors
due to residual motion should be considered. If motioncompensated PET acquisitions are available for dose
painting, our small sample of patient data suggests
that dose painting plans based on 4D MIP PET offer a
reasonable trade-off between plan quality (median
VQ0.95–1.05 = 93%) at maximum doses in excess of 90 Gy.
In conclusion, biologically guided dose escalation is an
important strategy for consideration in a subset of locally
advanced non-small cell lung cancer patients. Despite
the caveats, the study shows that locally advanced lung

© 2017 The Royal Australian and New Zealand College of Radiologists

cancer dose painting plans may be more sensitive to PET
segmentation than PET respiratory motion compensation.
Careful selection of motion-compensated PET acquisition
and segmentation methods is warranted to optimize the
trade-offs in dose escalation and plan quality when
designing dose painting trials in locally advanced nonsmall cell lung cancer patients.
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